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ABSTRACT

S OME RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS mO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING ".NAGMENT

The System Development Corporation (SDC) has been conducting research 
into the

management of the computer programming process since 1963. This paper briefly

describes some of thf. results of this rc rch, plus individual research by the

author, and the relevance and usefulness of the results to the operating

manager.

The paper emphasizes four specific types of management tools that were produced:

(1) planning aids; (2) cost estimating guides; (3) a project reporting and

control sysitemn; (4) a technique for ev uating the effectiveness of certain

classes of computer-centered information systems Each of these toola is

briefly described, and the research design and procedures used in their develop-

ment zre mentioned. The experience gained -- at SDC and elsewhere -- in

applying traditional research techniques to the computer programming process

has yielded certain insights regarding the economic and management dimensions

of computer program-ing, and several of theoe insights are discussed. Foremost

among this author's conclusions is that the management principles that apply to

any other zoordinative activity are equally 3pplicable to the computer progrpm-

ming process. Specific techniques may differ, especia ly at the lower echelons,

but these differences pertain t" the technical skills and procedureF f the

production process; they are engineering, not management or economic issues.

The paper conciades with several general observations pertinent to future research

in computer programing economics and management, and the use of the management

tool'5 Jescrlbed.
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SOME RECENT CON7RIBUTIONS

TO CuMPUTER PROGRAMMING MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

This paper will discuss four comparatively recent tools that can be useful

to the manager of computer programming: (1) a planning aid; (2) st

estimating guides; (3) a project reporting and control system; and (4) a

technique for evaluating the effectiveness of certain classes of computer-

oriented irformation systems. The contributior of general management

principles, and the degree to which they shape the process of creating

tools or techniques, should become apparent in the following sections of

this papet.

management is defined here as the process r accomplishing objectives by

establishing au environment favorable to performance by people operating

in organized groups. The essence of monaging consists in the .-tainment

of coordination or harmony of individual effort toward the achievement of

group 4oals. The management process may be said to consist of the performance

of specific functions, namely: planning, organizing, staffing and assembling

resources, direction, and control (1). Each of these functions applies also

to the management of prcJects whose products are computer programs.
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It is my opinion that principles of management exist that are universal to

all forms of -rrdinative activity. These principles consist o. the

fundamental causal relationships that explain and help predict the results

of the management process, and serve to improve the results of the process

in terms of the desired goals. Management principles, therefore, apply

equally well to the fighting of a battle, the running of a technical meeting,

or the creation of a computer program. One such universal management principle,

for example, has been called the "principle of the primary of planning" (1).

That is, planning is the primary requisite to the other managerial functions

of organizing, staffing, direction, and control. This means that the degree

of control over a programming project (regardless of whether we are talking

about schedules, m--hours, or other resources) can be no greater than the

extent to which adequate plans have been made for the project; it can be

less, of course, since contingencies can force modifications in even the best

laid plans--but the extent of planning sets the degree of control that is

possible. I suspect thet this is the primary reason why control is lost

on many compiter programming projects. It is not the comparative newness

of the computer programming process, difficulties with programmers, or

technical factcrs--it is simply that the programming projects are not

acequately planned in the first place.

The implications to the r -nagers of computer programming of the universal

applicability of management principles is that their immediate and most

productive course of action is to apply the principies and tools already
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at hand. The magnitude of improvements possible with this approach is

illustrated by my own research on administrative costs in the life insurance

industry (2), which showed that administrative costs could be at least halved

for the average life insurance company using their existing ADP equipment,

providing that these companies manage their affairs so as to achieve the

performance already demonstrated by their peers. The implications of this

universality of management principles to researchers, on the other hand, is

that these principles can become the guidelines for useful research. To the

extent that management pri'iciples are generally applicable, and the management

lessons of other disciplines can be used for computer programming projects,

the comparative newness of the -omputer programming process becomes largely

irrelevant; and productive research in the economics and management of the

programming activity, given this existing foundation of management principizs,

wilt most profitably focus on the creation of guides and devices for answering

technical, rather than managerial questions. This process, Includtng the

research emphasis on technclogical factors, it. illustrated by the descriptions

that tollow.
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A PLANNING AID

As in other activities, planning computer programing projects involves the

selection from among alternatives of future courses of action. To promote

accurate planning by first-level supervisors, the Office of Naval Research

sponsored the development of a planning guide (3), designed to stimulate more

complete consideration of the entire computer programming process. A set of

planning and management tasks are defined in terms of the computer program

development process; this involved dividing the programming process into

distinct phases, or steps, and identifying the detailed tasks (36 separate

tasks are defined in the guide) within each step. For each task, the information

and document inputs required to perform the task were listed, subtasks (there

were 4 to 13 for each task in the guide) are defined, the information and

documents resulting as output of the task are listed, as are stveral of the more

important factors that affect the costs of performing the tasks'. A sample lay-

out for presenting this information is Ulustrated in Figure 1. What was done

in the construction of the planning guide, in essence, was to sF;udy the technical

process of computer programming, and prepare a cheek-list for the planner to

consider; the planner can then more readily apply planning principles with which

he was already familiar to this technical process.

It is noteworthy that the steps in the computer programming process, although

containing technical distinctions, are nevertheless quize eimilar to those in

the procurement ef other systems. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where a

• comparison is made between' steps in a general system life cycle. The four

general steps in Figure 1 are substantially equivaient to the procurement
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Step@ In the

General Computer Program

System Life Cycle

Life Cycle

Economic Feasibility 1. Information Processing

Study Feasibility Analysis

2. information Processing

System Definition AnLysis

3. Information Processing

Design

Computer Program Design

5. Computer Program

System Coding and Checkout

Acquisition

and 6. Computer Program

Installation Functional Test

7. Information Processing

integration Test

8. Information Processing

Installation end Implementation

System Operation 9. information Processing

Program Maintenance

Figure 2. Relationship of the Computer Program Procurement

Process to the. Procurcment of Other Products.
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phases (conception, definition, acquisition, operation) specified in the JSAF

system management process (4)j which was developed originally for the procure-

ment of weapon& systems hardware; in fact, the universality of management

principles and their applicabil.ty to the computer programming process is agai

illustrated by the efforts expended in applying the USAF systes magement

concepts to the mnagemet co mp Iter progreing (5, 6, 7, 8, 9).

!I

!|1

=I
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C-CUT STIMATING GUIDE

The Electronic Systems Division of the Air 7orce Systems Comand has sponsored

work directed toward the analysis of experience data to devel.op tools for

estimating the costs (man hours, computer hours, and other resources expended)

of the computler progr&ming process. One of these studies, by the oystem

DeveloD7ent Corporation, collected data by questionnaire on 169 computer pro-

grans sy both government and industr_ This work was conducted in cycles (10),

each marked by collection and analysis of new data to improve upon earlier

results. and culminated in a handbook (11') that also included a collection of

estimating rule_-of-thumb g eaned from an examination of the technical literature.

The Syi ri Development Corporation has been engaged in such research on the

economics and management of computer programming since 1963. T1,e second study

was dove by the Planning Research Corporation, and involved an extensive

interview of the cognizant personnel who worked on a total. of eighteen computer

prograzms (12). Both of these studies used standard multiple regression techniques

to generate equations for relating required re-sources to the various factors

presumed to infiluence the meritude of these resources.

The major portion of the statistical material published in the SDC haribook is

based on data covering only computer program design, coding, and functional

test (steps 4, 1, &,nd 6) of the computer program life cycle described in

Fiigire 2. These data were divided into subsemples based on several types of

nro,;rams, and some of the characteristics of this subsample data -- in terms

or the three )asic resourc(es exnended in writing programs -- are listed in

Pable 1. It i:; interesting to note that in terms of object instructions
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produced, procedure-oriented lanuaages (PaL) demonstrates a statisticly

sij nificant advantage over machine-oriented languages (MOL), with lower resource

expenditure rates for both man-months and computer hours; discussions of this

point, and other conclusions from the data, are elabi.,rated elsewhere (11, 13).

The data in Table I may be used in estimating resources if a reasonable

estimate of the niumber of object instructions can also be made,

Figure 3 based on a different arrangement of the data, -s also useful in

estinating man-morths when the approxinte number of ob ject instructions is

known. This curve was developed by arranging all of the programs in the sample

in ascending order by production rate (ran-months per 1000 instructions), and

plotting these production rates for each program, against the accumulative per-

cent in the total sample covered by the sequence. Thus, that subset of programs

that comprises the 40% of the total sample with the lowest production rates

contains, from Figure 7, production rates of two man-months per 1000 object

instructions or less. This construction permits the abscissa to serve as ar

overall measure of the difficulty of the programming job. Example: if the

est'.ztor subjectivelv believed the program to be estimated is more "difficult"

than the median of the sample (50% on the abscis4a), but not as 'difficult" as

the more !xtrame values, he might choose to use production rates for the 60-60

percent rarte; then the expected resource expenditure rate taken from the

ordinate wo.1 be 3.9 to 6.3 man-months pei 1000 object instructions. In

Fiure 3, tne tvpical range is arbitrarily defined to exclude the upper and

lower 20 pcrcenti.es. The high slope of the curve within this typical. range is

an indication of the large variation in production rates in the -amplte. This
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variation could mean that there are many factors, including intangibles, that

affect the expenditure of resources in computer progremming; on the other hand,

it could also Indicate that accepteC management principles had nct been

vigorously applied to the production process of the progrms in the sample.

Multiple regiession techniques hav also been used to investigate the impact

of various parameters on the expenditure of resources in computer ,-ogramming.

Figure 4 illustrates one of the outputs of these efforts. Such work not only

produces equations, as in Figure 4, that can be used for estimating purposes

(with appropri.te caveats); it also serves to identify factors that have

statisticall- significant impact on expenditures, and hence directs .anagement

attention to those critical factors, many of which are subject to manage ent

control. A disadvantage also arises, however, when the results of cost research

are published in the form of equations, as in Figure 4. Such equations are

'rcquently interpreted by the user as demonstrating a specific causative

relationship; this is not the case. Equaticns developed by multiple regressi-n

technique:; do reveal important parameters, and may represent those relationships

that provide the mo.t statistically significant manner of describing the

character of the analyst's sample; however, they do not r.cessarily repr .sent

na ,ura laws, as do many of the equations used ny the engineer or physiclst.

Al:o, t , ey must be used in their entirety or not it. all; if a value for any

jne o:' the independent variabies; in Figure 4 were nit available, the equation

c ,iid not be used as it stands, since rercating the multiple regres sion

ars;i. wkthout the niissinf: parameter would resuLlt in a reassignment of

wchts to -L1l o' the rcmainin, varlibier, and the Y-intercept of th equation.
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DATA BASE: N - 106 COMPUTER PROWAS

LW~3 (X TER SUBAI1U (C(W~SISTING OF SYSiTM CE - 22

*M0SE PRCIHASE PRICE IS AT LEAST $75,OM.) r - .83
r
2 

. ,68

TOTAL ft ltIS - Y1, , kI : MEAN - 54
STD. DEV. - 71

,= 4 9 + 15.2k - .2M(5 -a ~~ + i4.5(.m( + .9

- 17.981 + + rGX + 26,cD% - .251X6

I4. N9Xb5  + 10,4X74

-Complexity of Program System Interface. Coded: more than
50% of design effort devoted to data transfer problems to
or from the program data point - 2; betw. a 10% and 50% effort

to data transfer problems - 1; less than 10% - 0.

3 - Percent Clerical InstrucLions. Coded in percent.

X3 - Percent Information Storage and Retrieval Functions. Coded
in percent.

Frequency of Operation. Coded: not applicable - 0; les&
then l/month, more than 1/month and less than I/week - 2;
more than l/week and less than I/day - 3; daily - 4; utility

c on-line (includi-. compilers) - 5.

- External Documentation. Coded: number of pages written for,

or distributed to, customerg.

- Business Coded: as mutually exclusive binary variables;
i.e., programs classified ss business application
- I; remaining applications - 0.

XL1  - First Program on Computer: Cded: yes - I; no - 0.

X - Special Display Equipment: Coded: special display
equipme-t used - 1; not used - 0.

Xre - Random Access Device Used. Coded: use of such storage
- i; such storage not used - 0.

X - Percent Prograwrers articipeting in Program Design.

- Personnel Continuity. Coded: number ot )ersonnel working for
zhe duration of the project. divided by the maximum number

assigned -t any one time.

X74 - Number of Locations for Program !ata Poi-t Development,

Note: Substipta ar those used in original source document (11).

Figure 4. Equation for Estimating Man Months
for Progrems Developed on Large Computers
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Another applicatlon of the available computer programming cost data is illus-

trated in Figure 5. Here, expenditures of man-months are related to the

concomitant expenditures in computer time required to debug the programs in

the sample The comparative advantage of the POLs in this sample of programs

is also apparent in these relationships. The relationships in Figure 5, as in

the equation in Fig"re 4, again do not necessarily represent cause and effect;

that is, it is not meant to imply that a given expenditure of man-months will

require a concomitant indicated expenditure of computer hours. However, to

the extent that the sample used in this study is representative of a computer

program to be written,, the estimator who has already determined what his

expected man-months will be can also arrive at an estimate of computer hours,

using Figure 5; te:, this extent, Figure 5 can be a useful portrayal of the

historical data.

Again, the ah_...! uevelopment of empirical tools to aid in the estimation of

computer progrta=mlng costs involved nothing new in the way of either principles

or techniques; it did involve an analysis of the components of the computer

programming process, and the application of available methodology to the study

of this process, And as is common in empirical cost research in other fields,

the most significant limitation of these studies centered arourAd the collection

of adequate co:,t data. It was this recogitIcn of the inadequacies of ex-post-

facto data used in all of these stidies, as well as the possibilities offered

for more direct management cont;roiL o computer rrogramming pro,)ects, that

shifted efforts at SDC toward the development of a ccs;t collectico aid
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Figure 5. EatimatIng Computer Hokirs from Man Months
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c<ntrA system. If resources could Ke measured as they werc expended, a mLre

a.urate cost history of computer programming prolects could be compiled for

1st in fctLtore research.
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A COMPUTER PROCWOIING PROJECT REPORTING SYSTEM

The Control Process

The managerial function of control involves the measurement and correction of

the performance of subordinates in order to make certain that enterprise

objectives and the plans devised to attain them are accomplished (1). Control,

therefore, implies the existence of plans, and a fundamental principle of con-

trol applicable at any level of the organization is that controls can be no

more effective than the degree to which they reflect the character, structure,

and degree of detail inherent in these plans. Thus, if we are going to control

any coordinated human effort, including computer programming, no must be

willing to invest the effort required toproduce an adequate plan. Perhaps the

most significant contribution to management made by the network techniques such

as PERT and CPH lies not in their capabilities of reporting deviations or

"critical paths" expeditiously, although these are valuable attributes, but

rather in the fact that they force managers to plan. To use PERT, tasks and

milestones must be defined, interrelationships of these tasks and milestones

established, and schedules (and often resources) estimated. These comments

suggest that one of the primary reasons why programming projects have slipped

schedules and grossly overrun their budgets in that they were not adequately

planned in the first place, and hence adequate control simply was not possible.

Programming Project Reporting and Control

In recent years, attention has been given to planning and control of computer

programing by commercial computer users (e.g., 14), computer manufacturers

(e.g., 15), agencies of the Department of Defense (e.g., 4, 5), and
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professional and management organizations (16). The Electronic Systems

Division of the USAF Systems Command has sponsored work at the System Develop-

ment Corporation for the development of a programming project reporting system

intended for use by Air Force agencies. There were two objectives of this

reporting system:

1. To provide a vehicle for the planning and control of USAF computer

programming projects.

2. To collect a data base, from an analysis of which a better understanding

of the factors affecting computer programming could emerge. This

included the potential for developing more accurate resource estimating

relationships.

The resulting product (17) consisted of a system wherein a computer programming

project was divided into the nine 3teps illustrated in Figure 2. These steps

were further subdivided into tasks (e.g., Step 8--Information Processing

Installation and Implementation--consists of such tasks as file conversion,

operational testing, preparation of operating manuals, training, coordination,

etc.) for use with larger projects. The end points of these activities (steps

and tasks) thus provide milestones for planning. And if all personnel working

on a project periodically report the time and resources they spend on each step

or tasks, progress c&n be effectively compared with plans and variances, if any,

discovered so that corrective action may be taken.

Figure 6 illustrates a sample summary report that would result from the use of

this reporting system. For the sample project shown, only the completion of
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Lhe nine basic steps were differentiated as milestones in toe original plan.

In this illustration, Step 4 has been completed, but the project is behind

(with an estimated 3 day slippage for the completion of Step 5), with a current

total overrun to date of 23 man hours and 1.82 computer hours; if the overrun

continues at the rate experienced -o date, a total overrun of 37 man hours is

expected.

This projeL, reporting system requires as input data the original estimates by

step (and by task if this degree of control is des'red), periodic actual

expenditures, revised estimates, and comments if any. Outputs such as Figure 6

can then be prepared either manually or by a computer. The value of such a

system as an aid in planning and control should be evident from an observation

of Figure 6. The value of the system in developing a data base for future

research on t economics of the computer programming process is predicated to

a large extent on how well comparability between various projects can be main-

tained; adequate comparability c.n be achieved if at least the nine suggested steps

are used consistently for the planning of all projects, if a standard set of

subtasks is consistently used whenever more detailed control is justified, and

if some additional descriptive data (e.g., type of application, language used,

machiTne used, etc.) is collected on each project (18).
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A. TECINIQUE FOR EVALUATING SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

The previous material in this paper dealt directly with planning, ostimating,

and controlling the computer programing process. The tools presented are

intended for use by operating managers of computer programing projects. By

contrast, the following material is far more conceptual and abstract. The

purpose is to briefly prcaent the principal elements of a technique for

evaluating a total productive system of which operating personnel, computers,

an6 ccnputer programs all play a part. This material is thus intended more

for the staff specialist, whose interest is in the creation of management tools

and management information systems. Some of the more detailed operational

considerations of the application of the proposed technique, with a discussion

of the results of a trial using data from the life insurance industry, are

discussed elsewhere (2, 19); awnv of the detailed procedures necessary to adapt

the techniques specifically in computer programming management problems still

remain to be developed.

The need for criteria and a methodology for evaluating the design and performance

of ADP systems has been frequently mentioned in the current literature (20). Of

particular interest for this paper is the call for measures in the form of

indices (21), since this is specifically achieved with the technique that follows.

Index numbers are devices for measuring differences in the magnitude of a 7roup

of related variables (22) and are particulr ly uaeful for such complex phenomena

as the general price level (e.g., the Burea, of Labor Statistics Index of

Wholesale Commodity Prices), business activity (e.g., the Federal Reserve Index
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of Industrial Production), or qualitative changes or differences (e.g., Storie's

Indey for Rating the Agricultt'-al Value of Soils).

Thpre has also been a widely expressed (e.g., Mr. Brandon's paper in this

session) need for standards of quality, or a means for evaluating the effective-

ness of computer programs. The prinkcipal difficulty in achieving adequate

measures of a computer program's effectiveness, however, is the inescapable

fact that computer programs chemselves are almost never an end product; rather,

computer programs are the means by which computers are used to achieve other

purposes. Thus, a measurement that focuses directly on computer program

efficiency or effectiveness constitutes, by definition, a sub-optimization.

This is why such measures as compile time, throughput time, amount of core used,

average pincess time per run, etc., will never be entirely satisfactory, even

if conceptual problems such as the definition of a "typical" job mix or

benchmark problem could be resolved.

The technique espoused herein avoids a direLL tocus on either the computer hard-

ware or the programs by which it operates. Instead, overall measures of the

productive process are provided, along with a means for tracing the components

oi these measures to their origins. The value of computer programs is thus

derived by implication from their effect, erformance of the total

system of which computer programs and hardware are but a part.

Ine object of the material to follow is to describe the proposed method for

developing evaluation indices for measuring relative overall operating efficiency
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of administrative systems augmented by ADP.* This method is applicable to

those systems where, for the total system:

1. An objective, numerical measure of the system's output

can be devised.

2. Data from a sample of organizations of generally similar

outputs can be obtained.

3. More than onc input factor (e.g., personnel, and computer

hardware) is important to the productive process.

The method borrows from some well recognized tools of the economist, part-

icularly the concept of the production function. The idea behind the production

function is that the physical volume of output depends on the quantities of

productive agents used in the production process, and the efficiency with which

they are used. Although we wli, direct attention to only two productive agents,

!abot and capital (or, more specifically, manpower and EDP equipment), it is

possible to extend the method to as many productive agents as desired.

Efficiency is defined here as the attainment of objectives at the least ex-
penditure of resources- or, as Harrlngtor E2erson phrased It, efficiency is
"...the relation between what is accomplished and what might be accomplished."
(23)

An administrative system is defined as a productive operation whose function
consists essentlally of processing information or data, and does not involve
the physical handling of goods or materials. Administrative systems are a
crealIon of management, a tool to help management do its Job of coordination.
Computer prograing is but one of the many elemtnts that contribute to
the development and operation of administrative systems.
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When the factorb of production may be used in different proportions, that Is,

when they may be considered as substitutes for one another--the propor''ns

of each productive agent required to produce given outpu,:s may be represented

by a curve such as that shown in Figure 7 (and labeled the best-practice

production function). This productive-agent curve may be expected to have a

shape that is concave to the origin as illustrated.* It repres nts the techni-

cal considerations pertinent to the production process; that is, any point

on the curve represents the relative equipment and manpower costs per unit of

output that are required to produce that output within existing technological

processes. Computer programs are but one part of this process. This curve

can be constructed empirically by measuring the outputs of several different

systems, and the manpower a;.d equipment inputs that were used to nroduce these

outputs. Each of the ten dots in Figure 6 represents a different system (or

organization, or firm) whose outputs are measured in the same units, and whose

manpower and ADP equipment inputs are known. The line ABCD connects the points

on the concave hull that is closest to the origin, That Is, pairs uf points are

chosen for which th line joining them:

1. Has a negative slope.

2. Is closer to the origin than any observed point.

*Based on the proposition that the greater the quantity of a factor use, the

less its marginal productivity will ue 4).
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Technical Efficiency Index a * OP

Relative IManpover Utilization Index aK

Beet prectic- Production

\ C Equal Cost Line

0 Manpover/Output

Figure 7. Construction of Indices for Evaluating
Over-All Adu~nistrative System Performance
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To cocmplete the diagram, broken lines are drawn parallel to the axes from

the extreme points of the concave hull. Firms A, B. C, ard D thus represent

the productive performance that is most efficient (minimum use of resources

per unit of output) for their own paricular mix of resources; theirs are the

best combinations of labor and capital attained by any of the firms in the

sample. The reasons why one firm exhibts better performance than another (such

as the use of more efficient systems, or better computer programs) are not

apparent at this point--only the actual differences in performance.

The function constructed in Figure 7 is an approximation of the best-practice

production function. The slope of the production functior at any point indicates

the rate of substitution of labor for capital. The :lope AB, for example,

indicaLes the quantity of labor that must be substituted for capital to sustain

a constant output when a change i, made in the structure of the firm (i.e.,

in the mix of resources) from that represer ed by Firm B to that representet,

by Firm A.

The best-practice production function is a technological relationship, portraying

the highest state of the art attained in practice by any member of the sample,

for different resource mixes. If an equal-cost line--a line with a slope equal

to the uniL cost ratios of capital and labor--is drawn tangent to the best-

practice produt-tcn function, the point if tangency repres, .4s that firm that

also haq the lowest--cost combination of resources. This is the optimum firm

(Firm B in the examplc of Figure 7.) Again, this does not mean that Firm B in

Figure 7 has the uest comtuter programs; only that its total overall operations,
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including its hardware and ioftware resources, are currently producing better

results at less cost than the other firms.

The construction of a best-practice production function in the manner described

above implies that all firms on the best-practice curve are operating at peak

efficiency; if output were increased, the amount of resources employed would

therefore have to increase correspondingly. This may not be strictly true,

since indivisibility of units of a resource may provide some reserve capacity.

Also, a best-practice firm way lead the field to such an extent that its actual

performance substantially understates its capability. Such considerations mean

that the proposed method tor arriving at a best-practice production function

is conservative in the sense of producing a realistically obtainable target for

an administrative system to attain. That aI , investment in system changes can

be expected to result in total cost savings up 'o that measured by the difference

between current operations and the best-praztice target.

Having constructed a production function representig the best-practice standard

for a samplc of firms, we are now preparel to build indices relating the per-

formance of any giver firm to this standard.

There Are many ways of comparing the performance of a given firm with the

standard represented by a best-practice productici. In a mor2 elaborate

6escription of this method (19), a total of twei,,e evai-.ation lndlce were

advanced; at this time I will illustrate the potentials o¢ descilhinl only two;

the Technical Efficiency Index, and the Relative Manpower ','JlLization Index.
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To construct the Technical Efficiency Index for the system represented in

Figure 7 by point P, point P is connected to the origin by a straight line

intersecting the best-practice production function at point G. The technical

efficiency of system P is then represented by:

OG
Technical Efficiency Index

This indeA, a contribution of the Englisn econonist, M. J. Farrell (25), measures

the success of system P, rElative to a hypotheticl 1 -irm C 'firm G consists of a

weighted average of the most appropriate observ,d firms on Lhe best-practice

nroductior function), in producing maximum output from a given set of inputs

recinical efficiency. as here defined, compares systems on the basis of equiva-

lent mix of inp Its. Much of the difficulty in making intersystem comparisons,

as tbetween svstems P and t in Figure 7, arises from the obection tdiat such

;vs&'rms are so tundamentaliv dtffereit that a corarison woul_- e meaningless.

. e have previously assumed rougn1iv equivalent outut.,; the technical efficiencv

index atenpts to achieve comn.rallilitv on t:ie input sioe, s-Pstantiailv

-inc, tec:-nrcai efficiency iF a function of tite i'et-practIce procuct ion

u -on, t-ie evaluIation of a fi:- doe .-!' cOt onlv or tn:at . irw 's realized

c:. evement[ "'ut oL tw possi, ie acr "ev":ent availabie to it t, in tn e

ccnstraints o! tec;c.lo.v. ven if a flr- .- proves it perfor ance its

recir ,ical e ,tleietcv index will decrease if even greater i!provemer't is

ac :ived tot oier firms itns would !'e represent,'d :v a g-eater movement

..a r i r v tne production Tto o c T ;. j, LI r t ;an 'v n poiTt
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In question). Another Important property of technical efficiency is that the

lowest-cost firm in the sample will always have perfect technical efficiency,

but so may a number of other firms operating with different proportions of

inputs.

The Relative Manpower Utilization Index In formed (Figure 7) by drawing a

straight line from point P parallel to the manpower expense axis, inter-

secting the production function at F and the equipment-expense axis at E. The

Relative Manpower Utilization Index of systae P is then represented by:

EF
Relative Manpower Utilization Index =---EP

This index is a measure of the degree to which manpower expense can be reduced

(within the limits of the technology) assuming that equipment expense remains

constant. The index may find use in the evaluation of current manual procedures

and various personnel factors. It is superior to simply comparing labor pro-

ductivity to that of the least-total-cost firm (point B, Figure 7) or the

firm with the lowest manpower expense per unit output (point A, Figure 7),

because it explicitly considers the contribution of the equipment resource

(and the computer programs that are included with it) available at the

pertinent manpower/output level.

Both the Technical Efficiency Index and the Relative Manpower Utilization

Index are ratio quantities. And there is always some question as to whether

ratio measures can be conceptually adequate measures of system performance.

Since this is an important consideration to the usefulness of the technique
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just described, a discussion of the appropriateness of ratios as measures of

effectiveness is in order.

The reason often advanced for avoiding ratios in cost-effectiveness studies is

that optimal ratios like optimal computer programs, per se, are usually not the

primary goal. A distraction from primary objectives can lead to ridiculous con-

clusions. For example, the selection of a house on the basis of the least cost

per square foot could result in the choice of a $500,000 mansion rather.than the

$25,000 bungalow that may more closely meet the real needs and budget of the

purchaser.

Because absolute magnitudes are important, the general statement of those

criteria appropriate for cost-effectiveness studies distinguishes the following (19):

1. Fixed gain, variable cost. Resources are added to the various alter-

natives up to the point where each alternative accomplishes the

objective; the best alternative is that with the least absolute cost.

2. Fixed cost, variable gain. The alternative is chosen that accomplishes

the most objectives (or the greatest degree of a single objective) at

a given cost.

3. Maximize absolute difference between gain and cost.

Each of these three criteria is generally acceptable; each has its advantages,

depending on the problems of measurement and the circumstances of a particular

problem. The fixed-gain casc is especially applicable to problems in which

achievement of the objective is binary--i.e., you either win or lose (this

would be appropriate for many military oecisions). Many situatins in which
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gain is difficult to measure may be handled with the fixed-gain ("just meet

the specifications") criterion. fhe fied-cost case is, of course, most

useful when the major constraint on the problem is a fixed budget; it can

also be a con-enieniL cri, rion when there are many subsidiary objectives.

The fixed-cost and the fixed-gain criteria are equivalent, if the size of

either gain or cost is tne same in both of the two tests; that is, if the

beat alternative for a $100 budget produces a gain of 50, then the least-cost

choice for a fixed-gain of 50 wuuld be the some alternative, which costs SlOG.

Therefore, the cL-ice between the fixed-cost or the fixed-gain criterLa depends

largely on whether cost or gain can be more readily fixed In the particular

analysis in question.

The application of the third criterion--maximrz'-g the difference between gain

and cost--depends on the alility to measure gains and costs in the same kinds

of units. This criterion is the same as the familiar business criterion of

"profit maximization." S~ated in the economist's terms of total unit costs

and outputs, the optimum (maximum gains) occurs at the output level at which

marg&nal costs equal marginal revenue. When opportunity costs are considered--

that is, when the gains forfeited by not choosing an available alternative are

included in the cests of the remaining alternatives--to maximize ga-.s minus

cost is the same as maximizing total gains.

rhe reason foi the above elaboration is that under certain circumstances, a

ratio may in fact be simply a restatement of the three generally acceptable

criteria. The contention Is that for most business firms, profit maximization
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is still the best assumption as to the objective of the firm, and that

internal efficiency is the handmaiden of profit maximization. If long-run

unit costs do not necessarily increase with increased output (i.e., if there

are no significant diseconomies of large-scale production), and there is _ood

reason to believe that this is the case (2), there is no incentive for the firm

to restrict output; on the contrary, the firm would tend to increase its

output to the limits of the market. Under these conditions, with the

objective of making absolute size as large as possible, the ratio of costs

to the outputs becomes an excellent measure of efficiency; it is equivalent

to either the minimum cost at fixed gain or the maximum gain minus cost

criteria. The best ratio indicates the preferred system, no matter what

the scale.

One of the problems in constructing indices in the manner suggested herein

is that it is not always easy to find situations where the three basic requisites

of the method (objective measure of output; sample of systems with generally

similar outputs; more than one important input factor) are met. However,

there are many cases where these methods do apply, The potential for a

50 percent saving in manpower expense ir the life insurance industry cited

earlier in this paper was obtained by the use of the Relative Manpower

Utilization Index. And irequently, minor variations in the operations of

different systems within a sample can be accounted for with such standard

techniques as multiple iegressi-), analysis. These matters are dealt with at

length elsewhere (2, 19).
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Before leaving the topic of evaluation indices, one further point is in

order. This relates to the me-ning of such overall productivity indices as

defined herein to the management of the computer programming process. The

meaning for programing management is simply that the productivity of the

system, as measured by the Indices, is a 7eflection of the ultimate success

of the total system; computer programs are merely one element in this

produ'tive process. Even if the measurement of the quality o- efficiency

of computer programs poses difficult conceptual and empirical problems,

ultimate system productivity ca. be quite objective; and computer programs

have little value if they do not have an impact on the ultimate objective of

the system. Thus we return again to basic management prineiples, in this

case management by objectives (26), to develop a tool for system evaluation.

It is not necessary, however, to look only at the final productivity figures

in using indices such as those suggested here; on the input side, the

components of these indices, can be traced back to their source, as

illustrated by Figure 8. Thus, a series of related indices can be

constructed; such a series should be quite useful for exploring the causes

'f ,ariations in total systems productivity.
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SU1MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I have '7scussed s. 'qral useful tools for the computer programming manager

developed at the System Development Corporation: a planning guide; empirically

derived computer program cost estimating guides; a project reporting and a data

collection system. I have also describea a few of the basic concepts of a

method for evaluating the comparative efficiency of EDP augmend.2 administrative

systems with measurable outputs. None of these tools are revolutionary or novel

in their design or %pplication; on the contrary, their development illustrates

the awr-)ication of well established management principles.

Both the planning guide and the cost estimating handbook have been widely dis-

tributed to governnment agencies and also to a number of private corporations.

I have not made any direct effort to measure the benefits to these organizations

from the use of these materials, but the comments received to dat- indicate a

gratifying acceptance. The project reporting system has been delivered to the

Air Force Data Systems Design Center for their use. And, as mentioned earlier,

the productivity evaluation indices have been successfully applied to test

several management hypotheses for a sample of firms in the life insurance

industry.

The experience received from working on the programming Yr. iagement tools des-

crlbed ihove results in the following general observai-ons:

I. Cost data should be collected as the programming project ploceeds, uot

after the fact, if cost prediction with accuracy greater thin that
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demonstrated by the material presented in this paper is desired.

2. Tc develop usetul estimating relationships with acceptable predictive

power, the analysis should have a comparatively narrow focus, such as

on specific languages and/or applications. For example, a study of

u.BOL programming for inventory applications could be of considerable

value, both as a research vehicle for measuring the impact of important

factors (e.g., programmer experience) and for developing accurate and

dependable estimating r-'lationshLps.

3. All permanent programming organizaticns should collect cost data on their

own operations. This would enable the development of estimating relation-

ships that are directly pertinent to each orgsaization's own mix of resources,

products, and particular environment, as well as promote better project

control. The extei t. and detail of the data collection would depend

upon the particular cperatlons; however, the determination of at least

the total resources expended er project Is recommended for all operations,

4. The basic structure f,. planning, presenting data (the handbooks), or

collecting information (the reporting system), developed by SDC could

be used even without modification by all computer programming organiza-

tions. Some adaptation of this material, however, would probably be

advisable (e.g., the level of detail at which costs are collectpd would

depend upon the size of programming projects). I'he numerical C,.st

est tmation material from SDC's research (e.g., Tab>e I and Figures 3, 4,

and 5) should be used with extreme cartion, not only because of the

validitv of data collected ex-post--factor by que'tlonnaire, but because
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the sample studied by SDC may not be representative of the program mix

Or the user.

5. Hvluation indices ot the type de> 7ribed Lerein are empiri-aliy work-

able, and are conceptually adequate measures of system performance for

certain kinds of systems. They are recommended for use in research on

the behavior of organizations and the ultimate impact of cc iter

programs. Also, the construction of these indices and the tracing of

their components to their sources could be used as a toundation for a

management information system.

The major conclusion, however, is the basic pi-position with wthich this paper

was introduced: that the most expeditious means to enhance the management ot

computer programmning today is to apply to the computer programming process .....

principle of management currently successful in other coordinated -ictivities.
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